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Let me just recap what's been 

discussed at the end of Part I.



Key Questions For Our Happy Journey Together

- How Can We Join Forces To Better Serve Our Clients?

- What Common Aims Best Solve Our Clients’ Issues?

- What Key Elements Are Our Clients Looking For?



Privacy



Privacy--is a key element. With FATCA, CRS, 

and Registers of Beneficial Ownership our clients 

are looking for ways to keep their affairs private, 

and still be compliant with tax authorities 

worldwide. 

But as you know, it is a cat and mouse game that 

takes study and constant attention to detail. In 

this case, we don’t quite know who is winning.



Tax Shield



In high tax jurisdictions, a tax shield is important. 

Why pay more tax than is necessary?

If there is a structure than can give you a tax-free environment,

wouldn’t it be desired by our clients?

A tax shield that cannot be penetrated like the shells
of these tortoises.



Asset 
Protection



Asset protection is an element that almost all clients seek.

Making their assets inaccessible to former spouses, creditors, 

and those seeking to claim them without legal authority. 

This lighthouse has done an excellent job at this in their choice 

of location.

Our structure can also accomplish this for them.



Succession 
Planning



Especially in jurisdictions that have forced 

heirship rules, Succession Planning is vital 

to clients.

Most clients wish to distribute their assets 

according to their wishes and not according to a 

plan that they don’t agree with.



Compliance 
Simplifier



In today’s world attempting to hide assets only 

draws more attention to them.

Most clients wish to be compliant with the 

world’s tax authorities, and at the same time 

keep as much privacy as possible. 

Finding our way in this maze of regulations is 

an important element.



Trust 
Substitute



In some jurisdictions, in particular, those that use civil law as 
opposed to common law, a trust substitute would be useful. 

Why create an entity that in the end 
will just be ignored by tax and legal authorities? 

Like the two blue eyes of this cat, 

why not have a structure that works both in 

civil and common law jurisdictions.



Our Happy Journey Together is 

beginning to become defined.

We are speaking about elements of

International Tax Planning



You

Our

Journey

Client

International Tax Planning



Let us review these important elements that 
our clients wish again.

Please think about the specific issues of your 
clients as each of these elements appears on 

the screen.



Important Elements     
That Our Clients Wish

Privacy

Tax Shield

Asset Protection
Succession Planning

Compliance Simplifier

Trust Substitute





Here is the International Tax planning page from 
Wikipedia. 

In the opening paragraph it mentions Expanded 
Worldwide Planning (EWP).

EWP is an overarching planning concept that 
employs the six elements that we just listed.



You

Our

Journey

Client

What unifies the elements of EWP to create a

Happy Journey?



What allows the elements of EWP to function?

What unifies the elements of EWP to create a 

Happy Journey?

I will give you a few hints.



What does 

this 

museum 

need 

in this 

moment?



What type of 

insurance 

would 

be useful to 

this camera 

man?



Let us review the key planning 

elements that make life insurance an 

excellent structuring tool.  



Life Insurance
Tax-Free or Tax-Deferred Growth

Tax-Free Death Benefit

No Capital Gains Taxes

No Income Taxes



Private

Placement

Life Insurance

Now we are going to speak about a very 

specific form of life insurance. 



How is Private Placement Life Insurance (PPLI) 

different from Universal Life or Whole Life 

insurance? 

Two forms of life insurance that are used in 

planning for high net worth clients that are probably 

more familiar to you.



PPLI
Open Investment Universe

Simplified Reporting

Asset Protection

Low Fees/Commissions



Almost any asset that can be held by a trust company
can become part of a PPLI policy. 

With proper structuring even operating businesses can be 
included.

Open Investment Universe



Simplified  Reporting

The assets inside the policy are held in separate accounts 
for the policyholder, meaning that they are not part of the 

general assets of the insurance company. 

But for reporting purposes, the insurance company 
becomes the beneficial owner of the assets.



Asset Protection

The insurance policy adds another layer of asset 

protection in the structure. 

The domicile of the insurance companies also is a 

help here, as they are located in jurisdictions that 

have strong asset protection laws, like Bermuda and 

Barbados.



Low Fees/Commissions

Most often there is a 1% set-up fee. 

And the ongoing fees are frequently less than 1% of the 

assets inside the policy. 

This contrasts sharply to the large first year commissions 

charged by Universal Life and Whole Life policies.



This is the Private Placement Life Insurance (PPLI) page for Wikipedia



The last section is devoted to Expanded Worldwide Planning (EWP). 

Our firm, Advanced Financial Solutions Inc., is proud to be mentioned 

in this section, as an example of a firm that employs EWP.



Let us look at the origins of PPLI



Origins of PPLI

Began in 1980s in the United States

Early 1990s Adopted by Wealthy Individuals

Mid-1990s Major Companies Entered Marketplace



Began in 1980s in the United States

It was principally used to structure benefits for senior executives at major corporations. 

It allowed these executives to customize their investments and provide greater benefits than

with the standard plans available.

Early 1990s Adopted by Wealth Individuals

Attorneys and other advisors saw that PPLI could be a valuable tool in planning for wealthy 

clients. PPLI allows planners to incorporate all of the key elements of EWP into one coherent 

structure.PPLI allows planners to incorporate all of the key elements of EWP into one coherent structure.

Mid-1990s Major Companies Entered the Market

Insurance companies saw the marketing opportunities inherent in PPLI, and we see 

companies being formed in tax friendly jurisdictions like Bermuda and Barbados.



How are you all doing? 

I hope you are not feeling like this.



Well maybe like this?



If I was in the audience, this is what I would be thinking up to this 

point. 

OK, I get the Happy Journey Together, and how we might work 

together if the right fact pattern comes about. 

I understand EWP and the key elements that are important to 

clients. 

This PPLI seems to hold some possibilities, but how can it be 

applied? 

What are the specific situations where 
we might work together?



This is a simplified version of the answer.



Here are our areas of possible collaboration.

The first three are for clients that have some 

connection to the U.S.

The last one is specific to the United 

Kingdom.  

We will now go over in a little more detail.



Areas of Commonality

U.S. Beneficiaries of Foreign Trusts

Structures for Investments--Including Real Estate

Pre-immigration Planning to the U.S.

Low-cost Insurance Solution for UK Non-Dom Property Owners 





This is a typical PPLI structure that 
projects U.S. beneficiaries of foreign 

trusts.



Let us go through the elements of

the structure in Part III ➔



Thanks for watching

Michael Malloy 
@ Michael Malloy Solutions


